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Cachaça is rum’s older cousin from Brazil. It is
made from freshly-pressed sugarcane, while rum
is made anywhere in the world, generally from
molasses. Cachaça is the third most consumed
distilled spirit on the planet, and the Caipirinha,
Brazil’s national cocktail, is probably the world’s
most popular concoction!
Our distillery is located at the intersection of
mountains, rainforest, and ocean in the town of
Morretes, state of Paraná, in the south of Brazil. With
the jungle trees only feet away from our sugarcane,
we are true stewards of one of our planet’s last
frontiers: the Atlantic Rainforest, home to 11,000
species of endangered plants and animals.

TANAGER CACHACA
Our “Tanager” expression is the first two-woods cachaça broadly available in the USA and it
mixes the Brazilian South’s two finest woods. We age this cachaça in repurposed oak barrels
and finish it in casks of arariba (Brazilian zebrawood) for a natural red color and a distinctive
mountain earthiness. This truly unique cachaça suggests tropical fruit, grass, cinnamon bark,
and other holiday spices; it can be sipped alone or as the base spirit in twists of classic cocktails
like the Sazerac.

COLIBRI CACHACA
To mature the Colibri expression (“hummingbird” in Portuguese), we moved the cachaça back
and forth over the years between repurposed oak barrels and amburana (Brazilian teak) barrels.
The predominant spices of vanilla and toffee (from the oak) and cinnamon and chestnuts (from
the teak) come together in a balanced expression that also includes tropical fruit such as banana
and passion fruit but finishes playfully with notes of snickerdoodle.

SILVER CACHACA
The Novo Fogo Silver Cachaça is the purest representation of Morretes sugarcane one could
find. The aroma of bananas is present from the first whiff, followed by the original rainforest
notes that shine through the spirit, giving it a pleasant floral note and lightening one’s mind. A
sea salt presence balances the tropicality of the spirit, adding a savory quality and settling the
overall impression to a mouth-watering sweet red pepper.
APPEARANCE: clear as water
NOSE: 		
banana, lime blossoms
PALATE:
rainforest flowers, citrus, sea salt
FINISH:
clean, short, sugarcane

BARREL AGED CACHACA (GOLD)
The Novo Fogo Barrel-Aged Cachaça bakes the banana notes from the original cachaça in the
rainforest’s hot and steamy American oak barrels. The result? Banana bread, with notes of
chocolate, cinnamon bark, and the inevitable American oak influences of toffee and vanilla.
The pepper notes are kept but softened, yet the wood adds a touch of spice that may be read
as black pepper.
APPEARANCE: light honey
NOSE:		
toffee, vanilla
Palate: 		
banana bread, chocolate, honeycomb
Finish: 		
cinnamon bark, black pepper

CHAMELEON CACHACA
Our “Chameleon” expression marries the savory identity
of our Silver Cachaca with vanilla notes of our oakkissed Barrel Aged edition. It’s aged for one year in
repurposed American oak barrels, just long enough to
reach mixability peaks without losing its rainforest and
sugarcane funk. A hazelnut nose is continued with sweet
and spicy herbs in the palate and finished with lively
citrus. From tiki drinks to stirred aperitifs, this versatile
cachaça is the bartender’s friend.
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2 Year Aged Single Barrel #207
A winter spirit for a winter day, Barrel 207 wakes you up with a strong bitter chocolate nose. It
softens in the palate with notes of the spices you may find in cinnamon bread – vanilla, orange
peel – but in the creamiest of ways. For good measure, this expression finishes with allspice and
coffee, so you can sit for a while and think about it.

5 Year Aged Single Barrel #136
Barrel 136 is a rare expression that makes the mind wander far off, seeking to understand it.
Take the finest cracker that money can buy, dip it in butterscotch sauce, then sprinkle finelygranulated sea salt on it. When you’re good and ready, dip this fine concoction into a glass
of Cabernet and let it sundry on a tropical island beach near a rainforest. When it’s no longer
dripping but not quite dry either, bite into it. That’s how Barrel 136 tastes. Whoa, there
goes an albatross!

Sparkling Caipirinha
Homo Sapiens means “wise man” and we’d like to
announce our contribution to the development of our
species by carbonating a classic cocktail and putting it in
a can. We’ve accomplished the elusive intersection of fresh
taste and shelf stability, we’ve mastered the relationship
between carbonation and fun, and we’ve made a drink
that has the volume, alcohol content, and quality
ingredients of a true cocktail found in a craft bar. Made
with Novo Fogo Silver Cachaça, this carbonated, canned
drink answers the call of cocktail lovers everywhere.
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